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A Rational Kind of Madness

DAVID KEEN

ABSTRACT The paper argues against the notion that wars, whether international or civil in
nature, are essentially irrational and "imposed" on societies. Rather they should be regarded
as emerging from political and economic processes taking place within such societies—particu-
larly when "peace" involves violent processes as the corollary of economic development and
political consolidation. The paper examines the rational nature of warfare, turning to historical
examples before the modern period. This framework is applied to the civil wars in Sudan and
Sierra Leone, leading to a general proposition as to the connection between "economic war"
and the weak state. The paper concludes that it is essential to look at the functions of war as
well as its costs in order to bring it to an end, and to design appropriate diplomatic and
economic pressures to bring this about.

1. Warfare and Rationality

Wars (including civil wars) have commonly been presented firstly as irrational, and
secondly as phenomena that are somehow imposed on societies rather than emerging
from political and economic processes within these societies. This paper takes issue
with such portrayals.

Presenting violence as somehow "irrational" is part of a long and in many ways
honourable tradition. Spinoza saw violence as arising when reason gave way to passion,
producing violence among a species whose self-interest lay in co-operation. Particularly
in the 19th and early 20th Centuries, liberal thinkers often emphasized that foreign
conquests did not pay, with peace and free trade seen as objectively in the interests of
all states (Marwick, 1988, p. 37). More recently, Scheff (1994), in an argument quite
close to Spinoza's in many respects, has argued that since people are always better off
negotiating on topics of dispute, it is inevitably emotion that tips them into war, just as
it is emotion radier than self-interest that tips people into interpersonal violence in the
domestic sphere.

The argument that war is "irrational" tends to be bolstered when analysts concen-
trate exclusively on the costs of war. One could make an enormous list of the adverse
economic and human consequences of war, and in many ways this endeavour would
supplement the habitual emphasis placed by television on the visible devastation caused
by war and on the plight of civilians "caught in the crossfire". When such a list
had been completed, one might be left mystified as to how an event so manifestly
catastrophic for so many sections of society could be allowed, and indeed made, to
happen.

Modern conflicts may seem particularly senseless, with chains of command often
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68 D. Keen

unclear, factions often bewilderingly numerous, and violence often inflicted on civil-
ians. It is easy to conclude that such violence is essentially chaotic and mindless. Racist
stereotypes have bolstered the view that warfare is the result of irrational and ancient
tribal hatreds. Such views can feed into an international culture of confusion, despair
and isolationism.

Economics as a discipline has not helped a great deal. The discipline has largely
failed to come to terms with the importance of war and of violence in general. Too
often, as Stewart (1993) points out, international organizations have treated warfare as
an exogenous variable, tending to assume war away when making economic plans.

Human rights organizations, for their part, have often labelled acts of violence as
"inhuman", as if it were not human beings (with all their diverse characteristics of need,
greed, fear, lust and altruism) that were carrying out these acts. Meanwhile, such
organizations' "catalogues of human rights abuses" have sometimes added to the
impression of mindless violence by emphasizing condemnation at the expense of
explanation.

What may be particularly helpful, in the face of analyses that simply ignore or
condemn violence, is to distinguish between what is rational (or irrational) for society
as a whole and what is rational (or irrational) for groups or individuals within that
society. Processes that are dysfunctional for the majority of people may nevertheless be
functional for a few.

A useful comparison can be made with infectious disease, which clearly serves
important functions for the germs that flourish (perhaps temporarily) even as the
patient falls sick. When it was recognized that disease had beneficiaries, that disease was
often a complicated process of struggle between competing organisms rather than
simply a set of symptoms, this realization facilitated major medical advances in the
treatment of disease.

The importance of investigating functions as well as causes has been emphasized in
relation to the political sphere by Michel Foucault. In opposition to those on the Left
who wished to "explain away" the imprisonment of dissidents in the former Soviet
Union, Foucault (1988, p. 135) suggested that a proper investigation of "the Gulag
question" involved:

(r)efusing to restrict one's questioning to the level of causes. If one begins by
asking for the "cause" of the Gulag (Russia's retarded development, the
transformation of the party into a bureaucracy, the specific economic
difficulties of the USSR), one makes the Gulag appear as a sort of disease or
abscess, an infection, degeneration or involution. This is to think of the Gulag
only negatively, as an obstacle to be removed, a dysfunctioning to be
rectified—a maternity illness of the country which is painfully giving birth to
socialism. The Gulag question has to be posed in positive terms. The problem
of causes must not be dissociated from that of function: what use is the Gulag,
what functions does it assure, in what strategies is it integrated?

What use is violence? What functions does it assure? In what strategies is it integrated?
These crucial questions are likely to be lost in a discourse that dwells only on the
destruction wrought by war.

There is a danger in assuming that we know what war is—for example, "a contest
between two sides"—and then, when observable violence deviates from this model,
concluding that we are confronted by chaos, anarchy and madness. Yet madness should
not be equated simply with the unfamiliar and the "other": it could plausibly be argued
that 19th and 20th Century Western notions of war presuppose their own kind of
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A Rational Kind of Madness 69

madness. According to these notions, war is an occasion for risking death in the name
of the nation state with little or no prospect of significant financial gain. It may take
months of brainwashing, including a certain amount of ritual humiliation of the new
recruit, to convince people of this bizarre convention. Now consider an alternative
conception of war, where the aim is simply to make money while not getting killed. This
could plausibly be considered to be far more rational behaviour.

It is suggested in this paper that the aim in a war is not necessarily to win it. The
study of war, moreover, should not be restricted to military historians and strategists
who, perhaps forgetting that wargames are an imitation of war, would wish to portray
war as an imitation of a wargame. A more sophisticated understanding of war will look
at the role of violence in a complicated array of political and economic processes. Nor
should it be assumed that parties to a civil war are only concerned with gaining or
retaining control of the state. Insofar as short-term economic goals become prevalent,
the aim may not be so much as to change the existing system of laws as to ignore it.
Correspondingly, the boundaries between war and crime may become quite indistinct.
War, to paraphrase von Clausewitz (1832), may be a continuation of economics by
other means.

2. Historical Insights

Before the consolidation of the nation state in Europe, it was often very obvious that
there was far more to war than winning. In particular, the importance of economic
goals was often very clear.

The simple necessity for an army to feed itself could lead to actions that made little
or no sense from a "strategic" point of view. For example, among the Franks—the
German tribes who settled in what is now northern France and the Rhineland during
the 4th century—soldiers were expected to bring their own rations; when these ran out
and foraging proved difficult, pillaging, even of friendly territory, was a regular and
predictable result (Norman, 1971, p. 23).

Contamine (1980, p. 219) notes that medieval conflicts were "fought primarily for
immediate material profit". In addition to widespread pillage, medieval conflicts were
characterized by a large number of sieges and a tendency to avoid pitched battles.
Marginalized sections of the population have often been particularly prone to turning
to organized banditry. Contamine (1980, pp. 243-244) notes that, in France at the end
of the 12th and 13th Century, marginalized regions provided a high proportion of the
mercenaries breaking away from the Ring's control and refusing to disband. Contamine
observes that these were:

regions of poor soils, uplands or lands where men were already feeling too
constricted, but also regions on the periphery of the kingdom of France. The
sources agree in seeing the routiers [brigands] both as poor men, even
uprooted by their miserable condition, and as men excluded from the normal
ranks of society (p. 244).

By the 14th Century, the economic dimension in warfare was becoming increasingly
explicit. Norman notes that the main wars were fought almost entirely by mercenaries,
with contracts tending to replace homage as fighting for gain emerged at the expense
of the chivalric ideal. During the Hundred Years War between England and France,
English military commanders signed complex contracts with the English royal authori-
ties, contracts that stipulated conditions regarding "the advantages of war", including
loot, captured lands and castles (Norman, 1971, pp. 252, 256-257). An important
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70 D. Keen

recruiting technique during the Hundred Years War was to grant remission to outlaws
in return for military service (Contamine, 1980, p. 239). The distinction between war
and crime could be particularly blurred when criminals were a prime target of recruiting
drives.

The fact that armies had to be fed and financed encouraged robbery during warfare,
irrespective of any desire to make money on the part of the fighters. Tilly (1982)
observes that in 17th Century France, pillage was a key source of finance for armies,
with army commanders sometimes able to secure resources not only from the Crown
(which sought to build a strong national army) but also from ordinary people (who
could be robbed).

The era of European imperial conquests added a further economic dimension to the
waging of war, with private capital often funding the violence that was necessary to
acquire resources and to suppress opposition to this acquisition. The Spanish conquest
of South America, to give just one example, was in large part funded by merchant and
noble partnerships in Spain, with the Spanish crown being in no position to finance
such a venture. These private investors were looking for a quick return, notably in the
form of gold and silver extracted by Indian slaves. These minerals in turn helped
finance further conquests (Stannard, 1992).

If economic goals suggested there was more to war than winning, the same
conclusion is suggested by repeated attempts, on the part of a variety of states, to use
warfare in order to occupy, distract and reward potentially rebellious troops or ethnic
groups, whose frustrations might otherwise be turned against the state.

In the early 19th Century, the conquest of Nilotic Sudan by Mohamed Ali's
Turko-Egyptian regime offered a means of distracting his Albanian troops from the
insubordination to which they were prone (Holt & Daly, 1988, p. 48). In the Ottoman
empire during the late 19th Century, the Ottoman government armed Kurdish militias
and gave them a "licence to raid". This appears to have served a somewhat similar
function in appeasing the Kurds, while at the same time offering a way of suppressing
dissent from another "troublesome" group, the Armenians (Van Bruinessen, 1992, pp.
185-186).

3. Civil War in Sudan and Sierra Leone

A number of contemporary conflicts, including those in Sudan and Sierra Leone, are
difficult to understand if we adhere rigidly to the idea that war is simply about
"winning". Economic goals have been critical.

A close investigation of Sudan's second civil war (1983-present) suggests the aim
has not been simply to "win the war" but also to make money under the cover of war
in a context where certain ethnic groups have been deemed to be "fair game". War
(often presented as a "holy war") has allowed certain non-Arab groups (particularly but
not exclusively in the south) to be depicted as "fair game" for violence, exploitation and
expropriation. The ties (real and imagined) between the Dinka and rebel groups have
helped to create a high degree of official tolerance and encouragement for abuses
against the Dinka, and the same holds true for the Nuba. Both the Dinka and the Nuba
have been forcibly displaced in their hundreds of thousands. A somewhat similar
dynamic was observable when British rule was being established in Sudan. The Dinka,
for example, were seen as unworthy of protection against Baggara raiding since the
Dinka were resisting British rule (Keen, 1994; African Rights, 1995).

Complex economic and political motivations may mean that prolonging war is
as useful as "winning" it. Successive governments—and especially the 1986-89
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A Rational Kind of Madness 71

government of Sadiq el Mahdi—have attempted to turn the frustrations of economi-
cally marginalized, and potentially rebellious, Baggara herders in the west against
southern groups. These groups have been given arms and effective immunity to
prosecution, and encouraged to attack non-Arab groups labelled as rebellious. Whilst
this brought significant short-term economic benefits for elements of the Baggara, it
also had the effect of strengthening rebellion among elements of the Dinka that had
previously stayed aloof from the rebellion. Thus, while some groups have effectively
been placed "above the law", others have been positioned "below the law". Far from
quelling political opposition, this has strengthened it in important respects. Meanwhile,
the el Mahdi government was even accused of trying to weaken its own army—by
involving it in a long war of attrition in the south, whilst attempting to build an
alternative power-base through the Baggara militias.

Economic motivations have loomed large in Sierra Leone. During the civil war in
Sierra Leone, which began in 1991, government forces as well as rebels have been
heavily involved in looting and in illegal diamond mining. Government soldiers have,
for the most part, been immune to prosecution. Thus, they too have been placed
"above the law", whilst their civilian victims have in effect been positioned "below the
law". Some soldiers have appeared to back the rebels, or to behave like rebels, partly
in protest at their exclusion from the lion's share of the benefits of war. Both the
government and tlie rebel forces have lost civilian support through economically-moti-
vated attacks on civilians.

Underlining the point that war is not just about winning, government forces in
Sierra Leone have repeatedly been involved in selling, perhaps even giving, arms and
ammunition to the rebels they are supposed to be fighting. A common pattern—
labelled by some Sierra Leoneans as "sell-game"—has been for government forces to
withdraw from a town, leaving arms and ammunition for the rebels behind them. The
rebels have picked up the arms and extracted loot, mostly in the form of cash, from the
townspeople, and then themselves retreated. At this point, the government forces have
reoccupied the town and engaged in their own looting, usually of property (which the
rebels have found hard to dispose of), as well as engaging in illegal mining. Many
government soldiers have shared with the rebels an interest not only in loot but also in
giving the impression that the rebels are a powerful force.

Virtually the entire population of one diamond- and coffee-rich southern district,
Pujehun, was forcibly urbanized through a combination of rebel and government
actions. In Kono district, government forces used the threat of a "rebel attack" to scare
civilians into acquiescing to exploitative diamond-mining. The United Nations, turning
a habitual blind eye to government abuses, insisted on calling this "displacement
resulting from the rebel war". However, many Sierra Leoneans see this and other
evacuations as a kind of joint venture designed to depopulate resource-rich areas.

Significantly, the number of outright battles between properly armed troops in this
war has been very small, and largely restricted to the areas most rich in diamonds. The
great majority of violent acts have been against unarmed civilians.

4. "Economic War" and the Weak State

Although most people in the West have come to regard strong states capable of
commanding a disciplined army as somehow "normal", these states only emerged in
Europe from a long and difficult struggle between central government and local
warlords who sought to reserve for themselves a major part of the benefits of local
taxation. In many parts of the world, a strong central government has never been
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72 D. Keen

established. As when the monarchies of Europe were attempting to impose their
sovereignty on errant warlords, many states in Africa and elsewhere are today forced to
try to confront economically-powerful regional warlords with government forces that
are underpaid and undermotivated. This creates conditions for a partial return to
"medieval" patterns of warfare,1 although with important new destabilizing elements.
These new elements include modern weaponry and greater potential rewards from
controlling local resources as a result of increased international demand for primary
products. The use of violence to appropriate aid is another new destabilizing element.

In the context of a weak and impoverished state, it is unlikely that government
leaders, rebel leaders or other factional leaders will be in a position to "command" a
large band of followers who have sufficient training and a sufficient salary to make them
a disciplined force. This is likely to encourage raiding of civilians to meet the needs of
the fighters. The functions of war (for those carrying out the violence) may diverge from
the military to the economic. If this happens, warfare may come to resemble a virus
which "mutates", making it much more difficult for outsiders to tackle the virus,
particularly if they do not understand the nature of this mutation.

Both government and rebel forces may be prone to deviate from the task of
defeating their opponents, concentrating on making money from looting civilians or
from other activities such as illegal mining. These activities are likely to erode civilian
support, further retarding the abusers' "political" objectives. However, particularly for
forces connected with the government, strengthening the enemy may serve important
functions in keeping a lucrative conflict going.

Stephen Ellis (1995) has shown how, in Liberia, young militiamen, few of whom
have been paid or trained, have tended to base themselves in areas that are rich in
diamonds, or where villagers have still been producing crops, or where humanitarian
convoys could be looted. Looting of civilians and commandeering of slave labour has
been commonplace. "Only rarely did the militias attack each other head on. For the
most part, they preyed on civilians", writes Ellis.

The phenomenon of government forces "going soft" on the rebels has echoes
around the world. For example, elements of the military in both Cambodia and
Thailand appear to have an economic interest in collaborating with the Khymer Rouge,
which occupies an area of Cambodia rich in gems and timber.

John Simpson (1994) suggests in his analysis of conflict in Peru, that government
soldiers have habitually set free rebel fighters (in this case from the Shining Path) in
order to perpetuate insecurity in areas where officers can benefit from illegal trading (in
this case, principally, the trade in cocaine).

These dynamics are not confined to the "Third World". Just as poorly paid and
trained soldiers may prove unable or unwilling to confront rebel forces in resource-rich
areas, so also poorly paid and trained policemen may be unable or unwilling to confront
criminals, particularly when these criminals are operating within a lucrative illegal
economy such as drugs or prostitution.

5. Concluding Remarks and Policy Implications

Rather than imagining that war is simply about "winning" a more or less orderly contest
between two sides, or going to the other extreme and characterizing modern conflicts
as mindless violence and anarchy, we need to discern the often far-from-benevolent
economic and political strategies that are pursued in peacetime and how these can feed
into the orchestration of mass violence as elites pursue their economic and political
strategies in a new context that may be far less "chaotic" than it appears (African
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A Rational Kind of Madness 73

Rights, 1994; Prunier, 1995; Joint Evaluation of Emergency Assistance to Rwanda,
1996). This is all the more important since the "chaos" model makes it easier for
governments to confuse the international community by manipulating ethnic tensions
and by playing up to Western stereotypes of "ancient tribal violence".

A focus on the costs of war only takes us so far. Unless we look also at the functions
of war, it is difficult to see how wars can be brought to an end. If we assume that war
is bad for everyone, then it is difficult to see how any observer or outsider could be
expected to contribute to the process of peace—except by telling the warring parties to
"see reason" and pull themselves together.

The way forward may lie in interventions that alter the balance of costs and benefits
for the diverse range of groups involved in orchestrating, funding and actually imple-
menting violence. If we try to assess who is benefiting from war and in which ways (as
well as who is suffering from war and in which ways), we will be well placed to suggest
policy innovations that will alter the balance of costs and benefits for those effecting or
contemplating acts of violence.

One arm such an approach would need is the imposition of some kind of sanction,
an attempt to alter the impunity that is typically enjoyed by those responsible for
large-scale violence against civilians. This points to the need for effective diplomatic
and economic pressures on those manipulating violence, and for improved reporting
systems on who is doing what to whom, and why.

Another arm of any attempt to alter the balance of costs and benefits has to be the
provision of realistic economic alternatives to those who might stand to gain from
violence in some way. Alternatives may sometimes have to be provided both to
"leaders" and to those who engage directly in violence.

Alongside a set of rational elite interests in violence there will also be a set of elite
interests in peace—for example, among those seeking to revive production and restore
legitimate trade (Bradbury, 1993). There may be opportunities for carving out rela-
tively peaceable economic enterprises for some of those who have been actively
benefiting from the war economy. Clearly, there will be some tension here with the
parallel (and, in practice, often contradictory) goal of ending impunity. The appropriate
balance will depend on individual circumstances.

The needs of ordinary fighters will also have to be addressed. Just as contemporary
civil wars are not simply "declared", so too they cannot simply be "declared over".
Often, the infliction of violence may have become sufficiently decentralized that merely
securing an agreement among "leaders" is unlikely to secure lasting respect for peace
among those who are (perhaps conveniently) assumed to be their "followers". In many
contemporary conflicts, there is likely to be a pressing need to address the range of
needs that are encouraging civilians to resort to violence. These include pressing
economic and educational needs and the need for basic physical security.

Insofar as the institutions of the state (such as schools, social security, police and the
army) are eroded by international pressures for austerity, it becomes increasingly
unlikely that these basic needs can be met. Government counter-insurgency and
policing functions can all too easily break down into economic violence by government
personnel or government-sponsored militias, in turn encouraging a surge in sympathy
for the rebels that governments purport to be opposing. Poorly trained soldiers may
turn on vulnerable civilians as much out of fear as anything else. The state is likely to
need assistance in performing essential functions, rather than further bouts of IMF-
sponsored privatization, particularly since war itself further erodes the resources avail-
able to the state. Once a conflict is under way, its adverse consequences may play a
major role in propelling ordinary people further along the path to violence. This
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74 D. Keen

suggests a useful role for aid in mitigating the deprivation, including educational
deprivation, that can feed into further violence. Since physical insecurity encourages
people to join armies, rebel groups and militias, any lasting peace settlement will need
to give urgent attention to the provision of physical security—whether this is by means
of an accountable army, an accountable police force, an accountable civil defence
structure, or some combination of the three.

Insofar as contemporary warfare reflects the partial collapse of states, then those
designing interventions will need to think about supporting state structures (rather
than, as has been more fashionable, dismantling them) .2 This is an important adjunct
to Stewart's (1993) argument that supporting states can help reduce the indirect costs
of warfare by maintaining welfare and health services. The point, perhaps, is not to
mourn the collapse of the state but to counteract it. If the state is an oppressive one,
this task will be difficult and may even be impossible. This only underlines the
importance of using "windows" of democratic government to seize the chance to help
groups who wish to rebuild and remould the state in creative and accountable ways. If,
on the other hand, the institutions of the state are intentionally run down, we should
not be surprised by a partial return to "medieval" patterns of warfare.

Our opportunities for preventing conflict, and for responding effectively to conflict,
are likely to be severely constrained if we continue to treat war, like drought, as an
external variable, something that is superimposed on a society (and on what aid
agencies have often called the "innocent civilians" within that society), rather than
something that grows out of the political and economic processes at work in peacetime
(processes that may propel even "innocent civilians" to take up arms, whether as
members of militias, government forces or rebel groups).

Existing attempts to address the symptoms and costs of wars without looking at
their functions may just be recreating the conditions for conflict. Let us suppose that
it is possible to achieve repatriation, reintegration, rehabilitation, reconstruction and all
the other "res" to which United Nations documents habitually refer. At this point, one
would be able to declare the "madness" of war was truly behind us. And yet, assuming
external factors remained constant, the war would simply begin again—for precisely the
same reasons that it began in the first place.

By contrast, an analysis that seeks to describe the concrete Junctions of violence
offers at least the chance of working towards the construction of a political economy
that would be less susceptible to the tactic of inciting inter-ethnic violence. A more
geographically and ethnically even pattern of economic development is likely to be
essential in this endeavour.

Insofar as interventions aim to minimize the costs of warfare, they will need to bear
in mind that governments (and other parties) are often seeking to maximize the costs
of warfare—either as part of a military tactic that seeks to control civilian populations
or as part of an economic tactic that seeks to gain access to resources controlled by
civilians. Unless the functions of human suffering are understood, donor organizations
will risk deepening the costs of war, for example by assisting in policies of depopulating
particular geographical areas and concentrating people in controllable (and often
disease-ridden) camps. Hostility to targeting the most needy in the areas where they live
should be anticipated, and measures taken to push relief through.

Notes

1. This similarity is the subject of an interesting discussion in Van Creveld (1991). One
weakness of Van Creveld's work is that he does not provide a very good explanation of why
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A Rational Kind of Madness 75

patterns of warfare may have reverted to earlier patterns in certain respects, or of the new
destabilizing factors that modernity has brought

2. This may also mean thinking about supporting rebel administrations.
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